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Q: Exactly how do you add a photo to a Vsys file? : I only saw the option to add a jpeg- not a pdf.
A: In the Person photo and the Comments panel, you can only add .jpg photos.
If you want to add a PDF to a person, that still needs to be done on the Additional data panel as an
attachment.

Q: Should there be the "from camera" option when adding a picture of a volunteer?
Good catch! VSys considers scanners and cameras to be the same thing. In future versions, that will be
changed to scanner/camera like in Comments for clarity.
Q: On job slots calendar view, can we get a monthly view?
Unfortunately no. The software cannot support both monthly and weekly views at this point.

Q: How do we delete an extra emergency tab that we entered?
A: At the top of each address there is an option for the Status of an address. Change the status of the
unwanted address to Deleted and then Save the record. It should disappear.

Q: Is it possible to send a volunteer schedule directly from VSys?
A: Yes it is possible. Right click on a person and select Send this Person a Letter. If you choose the
built-in template for Job Assignments, you will get a window to define what dates you want to remind
them about. It will bring up a letter listing all the assignments. You can then send this either as a print
letter or as an e-mail depending on how your VSys One installation is configured.
This is only a very basic outline. Make sure the Job Assignments built in template is loaded and you will
probably want to customize the letter template with your own letterhead or logo. You can also search
for all volunteers with shifts between specific dates and send the messages in bulk. Our support team
can walk you through it the first time.

